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Document Security: Protecting Physical and Electronic ContentCharles Thomas, 2007

	Several electronic layers exist in most documents, a fact overlooked
	by many writers. Probing these sublayers often reveals information
	not intended for release by the author. Documents in electronic formats
	create a “palimpsest” that even semiskilled investigators can probe for
	sensitive data.


	Palimpsest seems...
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Advanced Batteries: Materials Science AspectsSpringer, 2008
Energy is important to all of us, for a variety of reasons, but primarily because it can be useful. It can be found in a number of different forms. One readily recognizes the concepts of potential energy and kinetic energy, as well as the chemical energy in fuels, thermal energy as heat, the kinetic energy in wind and moving water, and magnetic and...
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Theory of Tokamak Transport: New Aspects for Nuclear Fusion Reactor DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
In this new approach for a consistent transport theory in nuclear fusion processes Leslie Woods draws on over 40 years of fusion research to directly compare theoretical findings with experimental results, while taking into account recently discovered phenomena. This is thus the first book to find theoretical explanations to the sometimes-puzzling...
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Holographic Data Storage: From Theory to Practical SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The modern field of nonvolatile digital information storage is a bit more than a half-century old. During its history, the field has seen a small handful of technologies (magnetic tape, magnetic hard disk, magnetic flexible disk, consumer-derived optical disk) take root as ‘mainstream’. These technologies have persisted in the...
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Beacon Technologies: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the BeacosystemApress, 2016

	Learn the key standardsâ€•iBeacon, Eddystone, Bluetooth 4.0, and AltBeaconâ€•and how they work with other proximity technologies. Then build your understanding of the proximity framework and how to identify and deploy the best solutions for your own business, institutional, or consulting needs.


	Proximity technologyâ€•in...
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Magnetics, Dielectrics, and Wave Propagation with MATLAB® CodesCRC Press, 2010

	
		Because future microwave, magnetic resonance, and wave propagation systems will involve miniature devices, nanosize structures, multifunctional applications, and composites of various types of materials, their development requires distinctly multidisciplinary collaborations. That means specialized approaches will not be sufficient to...
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Constraint Programming and Decision Making (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2014

	In many application areas, it is necessary to make effective decisions under constraints. Several area-specific techniques are known for such decision problems; however, because these techniques are area-specific, it is not easy to apply each technique to other applications areas. Cross-fertilization between different application areas is one...
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Human - Computer Systems Interaction: Backgrounds and Applications 2: Part 2 (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2011


	It is demonstrated that spectral characteristics of steady-state visual

	evoked potentials (SSVEPs) in a brain-computer interface (SSVEP-based BCI)

	depend significantly on the stimulus parameters, such as color and frequency of its

	flashing light. We postulate these dependencies can be used to improve the BCI

	performance –...
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Magnetism in Medicine: A HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	This second, completely updated and extended edition of the only reference work in this growing field of medical physics focuses on biomagnetic instrumentation as well as applications in cardiology and neurology. New chapters have been added on fetal magnetography and magnetic field therapy, as well as the safety aspects of magnetic...
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Nanotechnology Applications to Telecommunications and NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Be a part of the nanotechnology revolution in telecommunications
This book provides a unique and thought-provoking perspective on how nanotechnology is poised to revolutionize the telecommunications, computing, and networking industries. The author discusses emerging technologies as well as technologies under development that will lay the...
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Cardiovascular Molecular ImagingCRC Press, 2007

	Interest in clinical cardiovascular imaging has skyrocketed over the past quarter

	century. Dozens of new imaging modalities have arisen from advances in the physical

	sciences, electrical engineering, information technology, chemical synthesis,

	and in pharmacology. Mostly driven by newly developed technology, these

	advances have...
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Advanced Magnetic NanostructuresSpringer, 2005
Advanced magnetic nanostructures is an emerging field in magnetism and nanotechnology, but the literature consists of a rich variety of original papers and parts of reviews and books whose scope is comparatively broad. This calls for a book with specific emphasis on state-of-the-art synthetic methods for fabricating, characterizing and...
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